Pandemics Past and Present:
One Hundred Years of California History
Introduction
The Age of Corona appears without precedent in history. The pandemic has
succeeded in bringing our fast-paced 21st-century world to a virtual standstill, forcing
the lockdown of billions of people, the near-total standstill of economic activity from
local to global levels, and the confused and chaotic responses of governments from
Wuhan to Washington.
Of course, enormous health crises are far from unprecedented in history. A
hundred years ago, it is estimated that 50 million people died in the Great Influenza
Outbreak of 1918.12 Meanwhile, over the past forty years, the AIDS/HIV crisis3 led to
the deaths of more than 30 million people worldwide.
Consistent with our mission to study the past in order to illuminate the present
(and thereby better the future), the UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy (LCHP)
undertook a study on the impact of these two past crises the flu of 1918 and the
AIDS/HIV epidemic on the state of California. More particularly, we wanted to
understand how governments, the private sector, communities, and individuals
responded to the crises at hand. The report below offers case studies of these crises,
focusing on government and public responses, as well as their economic consequences.
We also examine a number of other major public health crises in the U.S. and California
in the latter half of the 20th century and the early 21st century.
The present moment demands that we learn all that we can from the past. The
Los Angeles Times contributed its share with a recent front-page ar icle Heed he
Lessons of 1918 ha e plored he impac of he 1918 flu on Los Angeles and California
and its legacy today. In related fashion, this report presents an informed analysis of the
1918 flu and other past health crises, and extracts from them a number of key lessons
learned. First, in both the 1918 and the AIDS/HIV crises, there was a noticeable lack of
government preparedness and a backseat role or delayed response by the federal
government. Insofar as these features have surfaced again in the current COVID-19
pandemic, it would seem time to break a long historical pattern by investing far more in
logistical preparation, inter-governmental coordination, and sophisticated modeling for
future pandemics.
Second, the past examples reveal the tendency to associate the malady of the day
either with a specific region or gro p. The 1918 epidemic as called he Spanish Fl
and the AIDS virus was associated with the gay community. The act of naming or
associating in this way can be relatively innocent, but it also contains within it the
capacity to stigmatize or hold culpable certain groups or regions in unfair ways.4 This
tendency reared its head in the current moment when President Trump and members of
Cover image: 1918 influenza infirmary. This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
2 Cover image: Prevent disease. This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
3 Cover image: AIDS: We need research not hysteria. This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC
BY-SA-NC
4 For examples of epidemics in which stigmatization did not play a major role, see Samuel Cohn,
Epidemics: Hate and Compassion from the Plague of Athens to AIDS (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2018).
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his adminis ra ion insis ed on referring o he Corona ir s as he Chinese Vir s.
Rather than clarify and expedite necessary steps to be taken, this tendency diverts
attention and may take up precious time in forging a coherent and effective response.
Third, the economic effects of past crises have been varied, and sometimes
unexpected. They are also difficult to separate from the broader economic contexts in
which the pandemics arose and the stigma, or lack thereof, associated with its victims.
Though we cannot necessarily use the past to predict the economic consequences of the
current crisis, we do know that measures to protect public health and economic
wellbeing do not need to be placed in opposition to one other. In fact, a survey of the
past seems to suggest that stricter health measures have been strongly associated with
economic recovery and growth. Moreover, economic support from the state that best
acknowledges the interplay between health and other factors such as socioeconomic
background or addiction is most effective at cutting costs and improving overall public
health.
Laboring in less than ideal research conditions, the LCHP research team of Dr.
Kirsten Moore-Sheeley, Jessica Richards, and Talla Khelghati worked with great
dispatch to study past cases of pandemics and epidemics and help us understand how
we got to where we are today. Their report brings the past into productive conversation
with the present and thereby prompts and challenges public officials to learn from
history in forging more effective policy.
David N. Myers
Director, UCLA Luskin Center for History and Policy
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1. Influenza Pandemic, 1918-1919 (
he S a i h Fl Pa demic)
Just over one hundred years ago, the influenza pandemic of 1918-1919 (also
kno n as he Spanish fl pandemic) killed be een 1-3% of he orld s pop la ion,
including roughly 675,000 in the U.S. (the equivalent of approximately 2,146,500 in the
country today).5 This event occurred at the tail end of World War I, as the mobilization
and demobilization of troops during the fall of 1918 exacerbated the spread of influenza
in he pandemic s so-called second a e. 6 While people were familiar with influenza,
medical authorities had not yet developed effective medical measures to cure or prevent
the disease.
Although it was one of the largest American cities in 1918, and the most populous
on the West Coast, Los Angeles experienced a lower death rate from this epidemic than
did many other big cities at roughly 494 per 100,000 people (compared to 673 per
100,000 in San Francisco).7 Influenza first appeared in the city in mid-September
aboard a naval vessel arriving in Los Angeles Harbor. The first civilian cases appeared
on September 22, increasing steadily beginning in the second week of October. Deaths
peaked during the week of November 2, totaling just under 400, and declining gradually
thereafter.8 By mid-March of 1919, Los Angeles recorded approximately 3,184 deaths
from influenza and pneumonia--the equivalent of roughly 22,000 deaths in the city
today.9 By comparison, Philadelphia suffered an estimated 17,500 deaths during the
first six months of the epidemic and a death rate of about 748 per 100,000. 10
When the influenza broke out in 1918, little coordination existed between public
health departments in the country. The federal government whose public health
response was led by the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) was ill-prepared to
confront an epidemic of this magnitude. The USPHS did not have the capacity to meet
each s a e s needs for medical resources, focusing instead on disseminating information
about influenza and tracking the epidemic by using state reports. The Red Cross helped
recruit and allocate nurses nationwide, though it too could not overcome resource
constraints.11 Local health and municipal authorities, therefore, largely took the lead in
implementing control measures. The California State Board of Health made influenza a
reportable disease on September 27, 1918 and gave state health officers legal power to
isolate cases of the disease.12 While Governor William Stephens recommended control
measures, such as voluntary wearing of gauze masks, cities decided for themselves
U.S. Cen ers for Disease Con rol and Pre en ion, 1918 Pandemic (H1N1 ir s).
6 This pandemic as charac eri ed b hree
a es of higher-than-usual influenza rates: the first
occurred in the spring of 1918, the second (and the most fatal) occurred during the fall and winter of 19181919, and the third occurred during the summer of 1919.
7 University of Michigan Center for the History of Medicine and Michigan Publishing [hereafter
Uni ersi of Michigan], Los Angeles, The American Influenza Epidemic of 1918-1919: A Digital
Encyclopedia.
8 Alfred Crosby, America s Forgotten Pandemic: The Influenza of 1918, Second ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press 2003), 60-61.
9 Ibid.
10 Dan Barr and Cai lin Dickerson, The Killer Fl of 1918: A Philadelphia S or , New York Times, April
4, 2020; Uni ersi of Michigan, Philadelphia, The American Influenza Epidemic of 1918-1919: A
Digital Encyclopedia.
11 Crosby, America s Forgotten Pandemic, 46-51.
12 Ibid., 93.
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whether to implement them. San Francisco, Oakland, and Berkeley, for instance, all
adopted mandatory mask ordinances, requiring everyone to wear masks in public. The
Los Angeles City Council, on the other hand, decided against a mandatory order, only
calling for their use in cases in which the state required it, such as for the sick and for
health workers.13
Los Angeles city authorities implemented various public health measures during
the fall and winter.14 Los Angeles Mayor Frederic Thomas Woodman organized a
Medical Advisory Board to support City Health Commissioner Dr. Luther Powers. After
meeting with the Advisory Board, businessmen, and various state, county, and local
health officers, Woodman declared a state of public emergency on October 11, closing
schools and banning all public gatherings, including in bars, restaurants, and theaters.
He even banned an upcoming Liberty Loan Parade to support the war, which many
cities (such as San Francisco) did not do. Powers worked with the City Council to
appropriate funds to transform now vacant buildings into emergency hospitals,
including repurposing the Mount Washington Hotel into a 100-bed convalescent
hospital for the poor. The City Council also passed an ordinance requiring tenants to
clean o side he fron of heir homes and ano her ordinance crea ing an official cleanp eek o disinfec he ci . The Co ncil la er appro ed s aggered b siness ho rs o
reduce crowding on streetcars. After a brief lifting of closures and bans on public
gathering in early December, an uptick in cases led Powers and the Board of Education
to close public schools quickly again on December 10. The City then focused its
resources on public health education and on instituting a quarantine of the sick, carried
out by temporary quarantine inspectors who also ran errands for some of those isolated.
As cases declined during the winter, schools and public buildings reopened, fully doing
so on February 6.15
While many people cooperated with public health measures, some defied the new
orders. Over 120 white student nurses resigned from the LA County Hospital when the
Board of Supervisors agreed to allow black student nurses to work alongside them.16
Additionally, 29 people were punished for either breaking quarantine or disregarding
their illness with a $25 fine (the equivalent of about $430 today) and up to 30 days in
jail.17 Man in he b siness comm ni cri ici ed Heal h Commissioner Po ers decision
to close businesses. Large associations at times defied stay-at-home orders and business
closures; for example, outspoken members of the Theater Owners Association argued
ha he ci s par ial b siness clos res discrimina ed agains heir form of ork. This
association, whose businesses lost $1 million (the equivalent of about $17 million today)
during the shutdown, also tried other tactics. In early November, they pressured
authorities to institute a mandatory mask ordinance and close all non-essential
businesses to curb influenza and start all businesses up again more quickly. Their efforts
Uni ersi of Michigan, Los Angeles, The American Influenza Epidemic of 1918-1919.
Some of this history is also provided in James Rainey and Rong-Gong Lin II, California lessons from
the 1918 pandemic: San Francisco dithered; Los Angeles acted and sa ed li es, Los Angeles Times, April
19, 2020.
15 Uni ersi of Michigan, Los Angeles, The American Influenza Epidemic of 1918-1919.
16 This isn he firs ime a ir s ca sed social panic. The Spanish fl did oo, Los Angeles Times, March
16, 2020.
17 Michael Holland, The Archi is Files: Ho LA Handled he 1918 Fl Pandemic, Off-Ramp, April 22,
2015.
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came to naught, as Commissioner Powers felt such measures would be too impractical
to impose on roughly 600,000 city residents.18 A are of he epidemic s economic
ramifications, however, health officials did try to find a middle ground. They stipulated
that cafes could no longer have live music but could play music from phonographs. To
maintain school instruction and teacher salaries, the city implemented a system of mailin correspondence courses. Educators got some leeway to adapt in-person classes to
mailed at-home lessons.19
This epidemic had a number of longer-term economic consequences as well,
some of which were surprising. Vic ims of he epidemic ere ho gh o be in he prime
of ( heir) life. Indeed, looking at a snapshot of the 94 Angelenos who succumbed to
influenza in Los Angeles between October 17 and November 30, fifty-seven were
between the ages of twenty and forty.20 On a nation-wide basis, the death of workingaged individuals led to an increase in the marginal product of labor and capital per
worker, which translated to an increase in real wages. 21 Economists modeled that one
more death per thousand led to an average annual increase in economic growth of 0.2
percent per year for the next ten years.22 Public health measures also seemed to have
had an impact on economic growth. A preliminary study by a group of economists
suggested in April 2020 that cities such as Los Angeles that acted more emphatically to
limit social and civic interactions in 1918 saw more economic growth following the
period of restrictions, including higher levels of manufacturing employment and output,
compared to cities that did not implement such measures as quickly or for as long. 23At
the same time, it is important to remember that policy responses were always
contingent on other variables. Factors such as exposure to the flu or the quality of local
healthcare institutions may be systematically linked to socio-economic characteristics of
a region--and can play an important role in influencing post-pandemic economic
outcomes as well. Just as the public health response varied among cities, so too did its
health and economic impacts.
2. Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), 1981-Present
The emergence of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) responsible for the
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) pandemic has been traced back to a

Uni ersi of Michigan, Los Angeles, The American Influenza Epidemic of 1918-1919. (See footnote
6). See also Raine and Lin II, California lessons from he 1918 pandemic.
19 Ale andra S ern, Closing he Schools: Lessons from he 1918-19 U.S. Infl en a Pandemic, Health
Affairs (2009), doi: 10.1377/hlthaff.28.6.w1066
20 N. Pieter M. O'Leary, "The 1918-1919 Influenza Epidemic in Los Angeles," Southern California
Quarterly 86, no. 4 (2004): 391-403, doi:10.2307/41172237.
21 Thomas A. Garrett, "War and Pestilence as Labor Market Shocks: Manufacturing Wage Growth 19141919," Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Working Paper 2006-018B, 2006. This surprising conclusion
mirrors a similar trend noted by historians and economists during the Black Death as well: C.W. Plagued
by Dear Labour. The Economist. October 2013 https://www.economist.com/freeexchange/2013/10/21/plagued-by-dear-labour
22 Eli abe h Brainerd and Mark Siegler, The Economic Effec of he 1918 Infl en a Epidemic,
Discussion Paper 3791, Centre for Economic Policy Research, 2003.
23 Sergio Correia, S ephan L ck, and Emil Verner, Pandemics depress he econom , p blic heal h
interven ions do no : e idence from he 1918 fl , SSRN Working Paper, March 30, 2020.
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period between 1910-1930 in an area then called Leopoldville, now known as Kinshasa,
the capital of the Democratic Republic of the Congo.24
The first cases of what would later be named AIDS appeared in the Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) in June 1981. 25 Five young homosexual men in their
twenties and thirties were treated for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia in Los Angeles. 26
The cases were noted as unusual since the condition typically presents in individuals
with underlying immunodeficiency rather than among previously healthy young adults.
Since all of the first cases were homosexual men, the report speculated that the
pneumonia was associated with a gay lifestyle.27 Within a month, doctors had also
linked a form of skin cancer, Kaposi s sarcoma, hich rarel occ rs in indi id als
younger than fifty, to male homosexuals. Medical researchers were puzzled and could
not explain why homosexual men seemed to be especially susceptible to pneumocystis
pneumonia and to skin cancer.28
For many in the gay community the mystery and fear surrounding the disorder
was so per asi e ha he simpl referred o he disease as I . 29 The CDC first used the
term acquired immune deficiency syndrome in 1982. 30 AIDS cases were concentrated
among hot spots with large populations of gay men and intravenous drug users. By
1983, 1,450 cases of AIDS had been reported nationwide with 237 cases and 71 deaths in
San Francisco,31 and 108 cases in Los Angeles, half of which from the Hollywood/West
Hollywood area.32
From the onset, gay communities in California disproportionately bore the brunt
of the AIDS epidemic, with devasting effects on their health, well-being and civil
liberties. San Francisco, the city with the highest per capita rate of AIDS in the country
and the epicenter of the gay rights movement, exemplified the tension between public
health and personal rights. Rising death rates among homosexual men in the prime of
their lives instilled fear and grief. The personal and community impact of AIDS was
chronicled by Paul Lorch, editor for The Bay Area Reporter, a weekly newspaper
24 P.

M. Sharp and B. H. Hahn, Origins of HIV and he AIDS Pandemic, Cold Spring Harbor
Perspectives in Medicine 1, no. 1 (September 1, 2011): a006841 a006841,
https://doi.org/10.1101/cshperspect.a006841. HIV is of chimpanzee origin and although it is unknown
exactly how humans came to acquire the simian precursor of HIV, researchers suspect that cross-species
transmission occurred during bushmeat hunting. The emergence of AIDS in 1981 led to research efforts
that identified HIV as the causative agent for AIDS in 1984. . U.S. Department of Health and Human
Ser ices, A Timeline of HIV/AIDS, n.d.
25 Cen ers for Disease Con rol and Pre en ion, Firs Repor of AIDS, Morbidi and Mor ali Weekl
Report (MMWR) (U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, 2001).
26 Harry Nelson, O breaks of Pne monia Among Ga Males S died, Los Angeles Times, June 5, 1981.
27 Cen ers for Disease Con rol and Pre en ion, Pne moc s is Pne monia - Los Angeles, Morbidi and
Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR) (U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1981).
28 Harr Nelson, Second Deadl Ailmen Linked o Homose als, Los Angeles Times, July 3, 1981.
29 Joe Wrigh , Onl Yo r Calami : The Beginnings of Ac i ism b and for People Wi h AIDS, American
Journal of Public Health 103, no. 10 (October 2013): 1788 98,
https://doi.org/10.2105/AJPH.2013.301381.
30 U.S. Depar men of Heal h and H man Ser ices, A Timeline of HIV/AIDS.
31 Philip Hager, San Francisco o Pledge $2 Million in Major Figh Agains AIDS, Los Angeles Times,
May 30, 1983.
32 Alan Ci ron, Ga s Se Life Ha n ed b AIDS Spec er: Some Drop O of Social Circ i ; Bars,
Ba hho ses Lose Mone , Los Angeles Times, July 17, 1983.
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serving the local LGBT community. In 1983, Lorch came under fire in an open letter
drafted by incensed AIDS patients who criticized him for what they considered to be
sensationalized coverage of the AIDS epidemic. Lorch issued a withering rebuke,
claiming ha for mos of he names on o r lis , he onl hing o ha e gi en o his
Ga life is o r calami . 33 Gal ani ed b Lorch s condemna ion and de ermined o
rally support for the AIDS epidemic, 6,000 people participated in a candlelight march
from he Cas ro o Ci Hall, marking he firs poli ical ac of San Francisco s AIDS
community.34 At that march, San Franciscan Mark Feldman inspired a critical shift in
he p blic disco rse of AIDS hen he addressed he cro d, I am a person i h AIDS
a human being, no a ic im, and onl a pa ien hen I am in a hospi al. 35 Bottom up
organizing would become emblematic of AIDS activism and a key strategy for protesting
government inaction. Later that month, Mayor Dianne Feinstein, supported
unanimously by the Board of Supervisors, pledged more than $2 million in city funds
for AIDS-related research, patient care, and community education. 36
Both the gay community and local government were deeply divided on how best
to save lives. Bathhouses a symbol of sexual freedom and civil liberty to the gay
community became synonymous with high risk sexual behavior and consequently
targeted for closure by San Francisco city health officials in 1984. Although not all
bathhouse patrons participated in high risk sexual behavior, bathhouses were a common
meeting place for men who engaged in high risk sexual behavior with multiple sexual
partners and there was a strong association between having more sexual partners and
HIV infection. The issue of whether to close bathhouses was highly controversial and a
central AIDS policy issue in certain cities, including San Francisco. Many in the gay
community rejected the idea, concerned that closing the bathhouses would lead to a
nation-wide shut-down and might fuel discrimination against homosexuals, particularly
among people living with AIDS.37 Opponents also criticized the lack of evidence that
closure of gay bathhouses would lead to a reduction in HIV transmission rates, and
there was no consensus among public health officials as to the public health significance
of closure.38 The ci s chief administrator and Mayor Feinstein, who was instrumental
in fundraising and educating other city mayors about the epidemic, supported closing
the bathhouses. Yet due to City Charter constraints, the decision to close the bathhouses
fell to Dr. Mervyn Silverman, director of the San Francisco Department of Public
Health.39 Silverman maintained an anti-closure stance for ten months but was
33 Gar

Sch eikhar , Angr AIDS Pa ien s Organi e; Lorch Sends Blis ering Response, The Sentinel,
April 28, 1983.
34 Wrigh , Onl Yo r Calami .
35 Chris opher Disman, The San Francisco Ba hho se Ba les of 1984: Ci il Liber ies, AIDS Risk, and
Shif s in Heal h Polic , Journal of Homosexuality 44, no. 3 4 (August 4, 2003): 71 129,
https://doi.org/10.1300/J082v44n03_05.
36 Hager, San Francisco o Pledge $2 Million in Major Figh Agains AIDS.
37 Disman, The San Francisco Ba hho se Ba les of 1984.
38 Gary A. Richwald e al., Se al Ac i i ies in Ba hho ses in Los Angeles Co n : Implica ions for AIDS
Pre en ion Ed ca ion, Journal of Sex Research 25, no. 2 (May 1988): 169 80,
https://doi.org/10.1080/00224498809551453.
39 Chris opher Disman, The San Francisco Ba hho se Battles of 1984: Civil Liberties, AIDS Risk, and
Shif s in Heal h Polic , Journal of Homosexuality 44, no. 3 4 (August 4, 2003): 71 129,
https://doi.org/10.1300/J082v44n03_05.
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compelled to respond to public pressure after a gay activist, Larry Littlejohn, announced
his intention to circulate a petition for a ballot initiative to prohibit sexual activities
among bathhouse patrons.40 Wi h Ma or Feins ein s s ppor , San Francisco s
bathhouses would ultimately be shuttered later that year. However, other cities in
California, including Los Angeles, declined to close their bathhouses.
Dr. Shirley Fannin, deputy director of communicable disease control in Los
Angeles, reasoned that closing the bathhouses would not change sexual behavior but
would simply force patrons to go elsewhere, and that a better option would be to use
bathhouses as educational centers.41 Although several lawsuits to force bathhouses to
close in Los Angeles arose in the mid-eighties and later, bathhouse owners worked with
AIDS prevention organizations to arrive at a collaborative policy solution. As a result,
bathhouses identified in the lawsuit were required to adopt a protocol developed in
partnership with AIDS organizations that would reduce risky behavior among their
patrons.42 Within three years, California funneled more than $20 million in tax dollars
into AIDS-related programs and research at a rapid and unparalleled rate, amounting to
a six-fold increase in state tax revenue and more than double the combined funding of
the other 49 states.43 California state and local government responsiveness and financial
commitment to the AIDS epidemic were spurred by delay and a lack of urgency at the
federal level.
By the mid-eighties, the demand for serious leadership and federal support was
reaching a boiling point. Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley accused the federal
go ernmen of s ar ing o easel and back off from commi men s o people li ing i h
AIDS and referred to the $400,000 in federal money Los Angeles had received as
pean s rela i e o he magni de of s ppor needed o address he epidemic.44
Despite declarations that AIDS was the number one priority for the Reagan
administration, President Reagan remained silent on the issue until 1987, by which time
nearly 15,000 Americans had died from the disease. 45
The stigmatization of people living with AIDS prompted cities to pass antidiscrimination legislation. Although health officials stated that AIDS could not be
spread by casual contact, fear and misinformation led many to believe they were
vulnerable to the disease simply by getting on a bus or going to a restaurant.46 An aide to
California Representative William Dannemeyer handed out literature that implied that

40 Disman.
41 Rober

Jones and Dre Digb , Ci Alarmed b AIDS Spread: Sh down of Bathhouses Stirs
Con ro ers in S.F., Los Angeles Times, October 18, 1984.
42 William J. Woods and Diane Binson, P blic Heal h Polic and Ga Ba hho ses, Journal of
Homosexuality 44, no. 3 4 (August 4, 2003): 1 21, https://doi.org/10.1300/J082v44n03_01.
43 John Bal ar, Poli ical Gains Endangered: Possible AIDS Backlash Worries California Ga s, Los
Angeles Times, December 1, 1985.
44 Carol McGra , Bradle Seeks Ne Me hods o Help L.A. s AIDS Vic ims, Los Angeles Times,
September 20, 1984.
45 Tina L. Pere and George N. Dionisopo los, Presiden ial Silence, C. E ere Koop, and he Surgeon
General s Report on AIDS, Communication Studies 46, no. 1 2 (March 1995): 18 33,
https://doi.org/10.1080/10510979509368436.
46 Hager, San Francisco o Pledge $2 Million in Major Figh Agains AIDS.
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all homosexuals were diseased and that casual contact could be fatal, and that gay men
should be quarantined in regional detention centers.47
In Los Angeles, a conservative political group distributed pamphlets that read
AIDS he Liberals Lepros and arned of he Homose al Holoca s . 48 Such
claims led some to maintain that gay people should be denied access to public facilities
and jobs in hospitals, food service, or child-care.49 In some cases, healthcare
professionals were reluctant or refused to provide care to people living with AIDS.50 In
1985, Forest Lawn, a mortuary in Los Angeles, was sued for $10 million after delaying a
funeral service because embalmers thought the body carried the AIDS virus. 51 San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and West Hollywood passed city ordinances banning AIDS
discrimination -- the first of their kind in the nation.52 Nevertheless, Los Angeles
attorney Peter Laura of the National Gay Rights Task Force concluded that these
measures alone would likely be insufficient to prevent people living with AIDS from
losing their jobs.53
The economic impact of AIDS was pronounced, fueling a staggering rise in
healthcare costs and the need for fiscal intervention. Health insurance companies,
worried by soaring AIDS-related costs, lobbied for access to patient information. People
living with AIDS were fearful that their diagnosis would make them ineligible for health
insurance or drive health insurance premiums up, leading California to pass legislation
to make test results confidential in 1984.54 By 1994 AIDS-related claims in the
healthcare industry cost life and health insurance companies a total of $1.6 billion. It is
estimated that the federal government spent $2.95 per capita annually on AIDS
prevention and treatment.55 However, due to the highly stigmatized nature of
HIV/AIDS, responsibility, blame, and actual costs fell disproportionately on the
individual rather than state or local government. Qualitative interviews of marginalized
Californians revealed that stricter welfare laws that prevented low-income drug addicts
from receiving benefits in turn encouraged those with little to lose to become HIV
positive in order to access associated benefits such as subsidized housing. 56 Fiscal
policies such as the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment (SAPT) Block Grant in
California, which contributed more than $12 million to HIV early intervention services,
47 Lisa

R ckman, Deadl AIDS Threa Mobili es Homose als, Los Angeles Times, September 29, 1985.
48 Bal ar, Poli ical Gains Endangered: Possible AIDS Backlash Worries California Ga s.
49 R ckman, Deadl AIDS Threa Mobili es Homose als.
50 McGra , Bradle Seeks Ne Me hods o Help L.A. s AIDS Vic ims ; John M. L ce, A S range Ne
Disease in San Francisco. A Brief His or of he Ci and I s Response o he HIV/AIDS Epidemic,
Annals of the American Thoracic Society 10, no. 2 (April 2013): 143 47,
https://doi.org/10.1513/AnnalsATS.201208-039PS.
51 William No ingham, Mor ar Hi Wi h $10-Million AIDS Discrimina ion S i , Los Angeles Times,
October 2, 1985.
52 Ann Japenga, Job Discrimina ion S i Is Legac of an AIDS Vic im, Los Angeles Times, November 29,
1985; Bal ar, Poli ical Gains Endangered: Possible AIDS Backlash Worries California Ga s.
53 Japenga, Job Discrimina ion S i Is Legac of an AIDS Vic im.
54 R ckman, Deadl AIDS Threa Mobili es Homose als.
55 Oldham, Jennifer. The Economic Cos of AIDS, Los Angeles Times, October 13, 1995.
56 Johanna Crane, Ka hleen Q irk, Ariane an der S ra en, Come back hen o re d ing: he
commodification of AIDS among California's urban poor, Social Science & Medicine, Volume 55, Issue 7,
2002, Pages 1115-1127, ISSN 0277-9536
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allowed residents to receive collaborative care that combined HIV testing and care with
substance abuse counseling.57 Additionally, nationwide economic modeling projects that
an increase in AIDS Drug Assistance Programs (ADAP) funding would result in a 30%
decrease in the cost of all patients and increase state tax revenue and overall economic
output.58
As deaths escalated, innovative strategies were adopted to mitigate the spread of
AIDS. When the AIDS epidemic peaked in San Francisco during 1992, Dr. Mitchell Katz,
head of the AIDS office for the San Francisco Department of Public Health, observed
that cities with clean needle exchanges had lower rates of AIDS among intravenous drug
users than those that did not.59 Since California law prohibited the distribution of
s ringes i ho a doc or s prescrip ion, scaling p San Francisco s ndergro nd needle
exchange would be illegal. Katz circumvented this by using a state public health
emergency law that allowed counties to suspend laws. This emergency law was intended
to support recovery following a natural disaster; however, since AIDS was the leading
cause of death among men in San Francisco at the time, Katz determined that AIDS
constituted a public health emergency. Mayor Frank Jordan, with support from the
Board of Supervisors, declared a local state of emergency to operate a needle exchange
program.60 The emergency order was renewed every two weeks for nine years.61 This
novel approach to a public health crisis created long-term changes by leading to state
legislation on syringe dispensation, which now allows California counties to declare
AIDS-related emergencies and in turn fund needle exchange.
3. Other Influenza Epidemics: 1957-58, 1968-69, and 2009
California faced a number of subsequent influenza epidemics following the
epidemic of 1918. Together these events shed additional light on major themes, such as
the uneven coordination of government responses, the origin and consequences of
disease names, as well as on how lessons translate from crisis to crisis. These epidemics
received place-based monikers akin o he Spanish fl . In 1957-1958, the U.S.
experienced an outbreak of H2N2 influenza d bbed he Asian fl beca se his s rain
first appeared in China.62 This outbreak occurred during a time when the U.S. was
escalating its military presence in East Asia. It first affected Americans stationed on
bases in Korea and Japan in May of 1957, reaching military sites on the east and west
coasts of the U.S. in June.63 Meanwhile, in 1968, another influenza epidemic this time
H3N2 s ep he U.S., acq iring he name Hong Kong fl af er he firs place o
57 Arnold,

Emily. Use of HIV Set-Aside Funding from the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
(SAPT) Block Grant in California. California HIV/AIDS Policy Research Centers. March 2017 Report.
58 Goldman, D. P., Bhattacharya, J., Leibowitz, A. A., Joyce, G. F., Shapiro, M. F., & Bozzette, S. A. (2001).
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report an outbreak. At the height of the Vietnam War, travel between the U.S. and Asia
had become more extensive and rapid, and military personnel were again some of the
first to report cases of influenza.
More recently, the U.S. experienced an epidemic of H1N1 influenza in 20092010. The outbreak was firs repor ed in Me ico, leading some o call i he Me ican
fl , ho gh man more referred o i as s ine fl . 64 Still, Mexican Americans faced
stigmatization and verbal attacks from the public and media during this epidemic
scare.65
Although these three influenza epidemics raised morbidity and mortality rates
above those seen during a typical flu season, none was as devastating as 1918-19. The
1957-58 epidemic led to an estimated 116,000 deaths nationwide.66 Early on, national
attention focused on California, which reported 18,000 of the 30,000 estimated cases by
September 1957.67 The s a e s pro imi o Eas Asia and large mili ar pop la ion made
California and its military bases early centers for the outbreak. Yet the disease did not
appear to hit the general population of Los Angeles particularly hard. As of November
22, 1957, the city had recorded 235,000 cases and 17 deaths, which increased only
moderately thereafter.68 Most of those who fell sick recovered at home. The 1968-69
epidemic had a slightly smaller impact in the U.S., leading to roughly 100,000 deaths.69
Within California, LA County and other areas in the south were hit hardest. By
December 28, LA County reported 59 and 1,159 deaths from influenza and pneumonia,
respectively for 1968. The 2009 H1N1 pandemic triggered a more effective government
response in the U.S. but ultimately had a much smaller impact on mortality. According
to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), there were approximately 12,469 deaths
due to H1N1 during the epidemic.70 California experienced the highest number of deaths
nationwide, registering nearly 500 by the first week of January 2010.71
As in 1918-19, local authorities took the lead in implementing public health
measures, relying on the federal and state government to help procure medical
resources and track cases. In 1957 the U.S. Surgeon General allocated vaccines to states,
which were sent to hospitals and physicians to distribute through routine commercial
networks.72 Vaccine s pplies rickled in slo l d ring he epidemic s earl mon hs,
however, as drug companies had not produced enough ahead of the normal flu season.
State health authorities called for targeted vaccination of vulnerable populations
including people with chronic medical conditions and the elderly as well as health and
some government workers, though there was not enough vaccine to do this fully.73
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California also initiated annual surveillance of influenza cases and deaths beginning in
1957. At the city and county level, health authorities felt the epidemic would be relatively
mild, and therefore decided it was not advantageous or practical to curtail public
gatherings or close schools on a wide basis. Instead, schools merely closed or cancelled
events as they saw fit.
During 1968-69, local officials took a similarly non-interventionist approach,
recommending personal prevention measures to the public and targeted vaccination,
while state and federal officials tried to accelerate vaccine production and coordinate
epidemic surveillance.74 The swine flu epidemic of 2009 saw a slightly more intensive
government-led response. President Obama declared a national emergency in October
to waive some federal health insurance requirements and facilitate emergency hospital
treatment for influenza.75 California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger worked with
federal, local, and Mexican public health experts to assist local health departments and
activated the Joint Emergency Operations Center of the Department of Public Health to
coordinate state-wide influenza surveillance and investigation.76 Over time, health
authorities working at different levels built up research and surveillance systems to
respond to influenza epidemics. Much work remains to develop more effective
responses to disease outbreaks.
Conclusion
In the midst of a rapidly evolving global emergency that is unprecedented,
looking back at past epidemics and public health crises in California not only provides
us with helpful context, but affords us new perspectives on and approaches to the
present as well.
The Great Influenza outbreak of 1918, the subsequent outbreaks of the next
hundred years, and the AIDS/HIV crisis that began in the 1980s reveal the pitfalls,
advantages, and general tendencies of collective responses to public health emergencies.
By availing ourselves of a hundred years of California history, we see the vital
importance of local, state, and federal coordination, the danger of stigmatization against
people and regions, the unexpected turns a post-crisis economy can take, and the
opportunities for innovative public health solutions that can arise in the midst of crisis.
As we continue to confront COVID-19 in California, in the United States, and
across the globe, we are reminded that just as we are connected to a collective past, so
too are we connected to each other.
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Pandemics Past and Present: Key Takeaways

Stigma

Public Health

Economic
Effects

Government
Coordination

1918
Influenza

During the 1918-19 influenza epidemic
city governments took the lead in
implementing public health measures.
Federal and state authorities compiled
case statistics, disseminated information,
and sought to gather what scarce health
resources they could muster.
This division of responsibility between the
different levels of government largely held
for subsequent influenza epidemics in the
1950s, 1960s, and 2000s.

Cities which implemented public health
measures more rapidly and for a longer
duration saw greater gains in
manufacturing employment and output
after the 1918 influenza epidemic.
The 1918-19 influenza epidemic prompted
closures that put an economic strain on
people and businesses in the short term.
It also led to a rise in wages because the
death of people of working age resulted in
in reduced labor supply.

HIV/AIDS

California state and local
responsiveness to the AIDS epidemic
was driven by limited federal
leadership and financial support
during the early 1980s.
California funneled $20 million in tax
dollars into AIDS-related programs and
research while local authorities
marshalled resources, implemented
public health measures, and distributed
health education materials.

By 1994 AIDS-related claims in the
healthcare industry cost life and health
insurance companies a total of $1.6
billion.
Fiscal policies like the Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Block Grant in
California, which contributed more than
$12 million to HIV early intervention
services. allowed residents care that
combined HIV testing with substance
abuse counseling.

Los Angeles municipal authorities
implemented school and business
closures, bans on public gatherings,
quarantines of the sick, and disinfection
measures to curb influenza in the fall and
winter of 1918.
During subsequent influenza epidemics,
city and county authorities focused much
more on disease prevention through
targeted vaccination and personal
protection measures.

Local city health officials conducted
public health campaigns to raise
awareness, closed or regulated
bathhouses to limit high risk sexual
behaviors and improve access to
condoms, and instituted novel approaches
such a clean needle exchange to reduce
the spread of HIV/AIDS.

Influenza epidemics have a long history of
receiving place-based names, often based
on a flu strain’s presumed origin (such as
“Asian flu”, “Hong Kong flu”, “Mexican
flu”, or the erroneously named “Spanish
flu”).
At times this practice has had a
stigmatizing effect not only on those
places named but also on people
associated with that place.

HIV/AIDS was initially referred to as
GRID, for gay-related immunodeficiency.
Associating HIV/AIDS with
homosexuality fostered a common
misunderstanding that HIV/AIDS was a
homosexual disease.
This led to public demand that gay people
be banned from public facilities and
denied jobs in fields such as healthcare,
food services and childcare.
San Francisco, Los Angeles, and West
Hollywood passed ordinances banning
AIDS discrimination, the first of its kind
in the nation.

